Ecoboost f 150 reliability

Power initial quality studies to get a snapshot of F reliability and try to figure out which are the
best and worst years to own. If you would only look at CarComplaints. In fact, the site declares
the worst model year because of said engine problems. However, there are only 57 complaints
logged about the engine for that year. Yet according to NHTSA, there are only four recalls on
this model year â€” and none of them have anything to do with the engines. Then, if you only
look at the J. Frankly, you have to take it all with a grain of salt. They often report the issue
popping up in rainy or humid conditions, with the wrench or check engine light coming on
followed by a loss of power. However, the NHTSA launched an investigation into both and
model years after receiving nearly complaints about the EcoBoost engine. Other than ,
CarComplaints. This is the first three model years of the 11 th generation, and the two biggest
complaints are engine knocking and spark plugs breaking off in the head. In our opinion, this is
a way bigger deal than the loss of power. There is also an apparent issue with the throttle
bodies on EcoBoost engines. Many owners have reported the truck would enter limp mode and
be forced to tow into the dealer. This became such a common problem, there are numerous
videos on YouTube on how to replace it like this video of a F Another big Ford F reliability
complaint that pops up on CarComplaints. The site logs more than complaints for on this issue
alone. There are more than complaints logged the following year. Because the J. Back in , Ford
issued a recall for a whopping 1. The recall states the transmission may unexpectedly downshift
into first gear, regardless of vehicle speed, thereby resulting in the loss of vehicle control and
increasing the risk of a crash. This was on top of a recall of K vehicles for the model year for the
same darn thing. Now if you fast forward to the to model years, there are claims of more
transmission problems, with a corresponding lawsuit surrounding the speed automatic
transmission. The problem centers around rough shifts and clanking sounds. More specifically,
the lawsuit claims the problem is related to the previous recall, stating the transmission issues
were never fully acknowledged or fixed. At the time of writing this story, there is a transmission
recall on , and models â€” but those recalls are mostly related to the gearshift position and
being in a different gear than the one selected by the driver. They are all related to the speed
automatic transmission. Cold things freeze, right? In March , an owner in New York filed a
lawsuit about just this , claiming the frozen door latches were a known issue Ford failed to fix.
The automaker had issued at least two technical service bulletins, prior to the lawsuit, but
owners still reported issues years later. It was only after the lawsuit was filed that a recall was
issued in April of and applied to to Fs. This is because most of the kinks have been worked out
in terms of technology and drivetrain. So, of the Ford F generation-ending models, both and are
pretty solid. Chances are, buying used, this has already been taken care of. It also ranks the F
as No. Power results , by the Tundra. However, CarComplaints. It does have six recalls
associated with it, though â€” the biggest of which relates to the transmission, mentioned
above. This model year has just four recalls, but two of them pertain to the transmission and an
unexpected downshift â€” the most recent of which was issued in February of But neither the
EcoBoost knock nor spark plug breakage issues have been addressed via recall, and warranty
will have expired for both of these as well. So, comment below or tweet us. Power
Dependability. Is the Chevy Silverado reliable? One year to avoid. Are Ram pickups reliable?
This is very interesting data Jill. I know a lot of people have been skeptical of the twin turbo V6
engines because of fears that the turbos will eventually go out and lead to an expensive repair. I
am a little surprised that bad fuel economy does not show up as a complaint very often. If I saw
it pop up, it was more of a minor complaint â€” which is definitely curious because there was a
lawsuit over it. I have a F , 4 door, 4 wheel drive, with a short bed. I have rust starting to show
through the fenders just above the tires on the short box. The repair shop will not fix it because
they say the rust will show up again a few months later. Is this a common problem with the box?
I have , miles on the truck. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Sign in. Log into your account. Password recovery. Recover your password.
Wednesday, February 24, Forgot your password? Get help. Home News How reliable is the Ford
F pickup truck? F engine problems? Screen shot of the model year comparison on
CarComplaints. So, what gives? The 3. Image courtesy of Ford Motor Co. The average mileage
when the complaints kick in is about 44K miles. Screen shot from CarComplaints. Transmission
troubles times two Back in , Ford issued a recall for a whopping 1. Power Dependability Is the
Chevy Silverado reliable? One year to avoid Are Ram pickups reliable? Average new car
monthly payment hits record number! Please enter your comment! Please enter your name
here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Popular News Items Generator or inverter?
Does the Chevy 3. Tim Esterdahl - August 3, These trucks recommend or require! Next-gen
Toyota Tundra could get new diesel engine â€” No def? Better MPGs? Tim Esterdahl - July 8,
Power Dependability Tim Esterdahl - April 2, Contact us: tim pickuptrucktalk. The engine was
intended to provide drivers with the power they expected from their Ford trucks but use less

fuel and produce fewer ozone-damaging emissions. Not only was it more economical for drivers
in the long-run, but it was also more affordable than some other engine options. Ford changed
out the original EcoBoost engine in , replacing it with a second-generation version which was
installed in the F, the Expedition, and Navigator. The Ford F is the best-selling truck in the
United States and most of the F trims have the EcoBoost engine, which is one of the reasons
both new and used models are quick to sell. Based on the number of reported problems vs.
While the reporting agency cited things like the tires rapidly losing pressure and needing to be
replaced, problematic battery cables creating stalling issues, and temperamental front seat
assemblies, nothing negative was reported with regards to the engine. In fact, when you look at
engine reliability reports over the course of nine years, there have been very few problems. Try
FordF This is especially important to drivers who need a full-size truck even though they do the
bulk of their driving in the city. The power of the EcoBoost engine is another major selling point.
The improved towing capacity the EcoBoost gives the F makes the truck a good choice for
individuals who haul to horse shows, tow loads of hay, move moderately sized equipment
trailers, or who like to haul snowmobiles during the winter months. Why Ford started using the
EcoBoost engine. View this post on Instagram. With almost , 3. Many of these engines are out of
warranty and heading to your shop. Here are the top failures and what to look for. This
driveability concern was due condensation trapped in the intercooler. Before you reposition the
air deflector, you need to confirm the misfire condition was due to the condensation. Also, Ford
updated some models with a new intercooler to prevent this problem. The full details can be
found in TSB Also, Ford recommends updating the PCM to the latest calibrations as part of the
procedure. This procedure can create a leak in the system. Fresh Calibrations There have been
at least nine updates to change calibrations and operation software for the models with the 3. If
you get a customer in your shop complaining of a loss of power or stalling, check the PCM to
make sure it has the latest calibration. TSB covers models with the 3. Advertisement Timing
Chain Wear Since the 3. If the driver pushes it past the recommended oil change interval, the
first item to show the abuse is usually the timing chain. Worn-out oil can damage the chain,
guides and tensioner. Check out TSB for more information. Ignition Issues If you get a 3. If any
tracking is present, replace all the plugs and boots. See TSB for more information. Induction
Cleaning Mistakes The 3. But some DIY owners will use induction cleaners that are injected into
the intake. The best advice is to use high-quality fuel. The problem is the positive crankcase
ventilation PCV hose valve cover adapter. When the valve cover adapter is removed, damage
will occur to the adapter locking mechanism. Make sure detached pieces of the valve cover
locking mechanism do not fall into the open valve cover port during removal. Rotate the adapter
counterclockwise and remove from valve cover. Special Topics Webinars Video Podcasts.
Magazine Current Issue Past Issues. Connect with us. Advertise Subscribe Contact Us. By
Andrew Markel. Condensation in the Intercooler Some F models equipped with a 3. Timing
Chain Wear Since the 3. In this article: ecoboost , engine , Ford. Click to comment. Watch a
webinar for free on-demand! Listen to the latest Underhood Service podcast. Stay up to date
with the latest Underhood Service news. By Underhood Service Staff Writers. By Brendan Baker
Baker. Video Series View More Videos. Sponsored Content. In a pandemic-influenced world,
driving habits may have changed, but not vehicle needs. Forums New posts Featured threads
Search forums Search images. What's new Unread posts All posts Latest activity. Orders List.
Members Registered members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. Image Searchâ€¦. New posts. Featured threads. Search forums. Search
images. Log in. Change style. View sidebar. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For
a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Reliability of
the ecoboost engine? Got wind today my 3. Can anyway speak to the reliability of the eco boost
gen 3, specifically 60k miles and above? The next truck I purchase, I plan to drive for a very long
time. Would love to not regret passing up on the diesel. Thanks in advance! Nlitend1 New
member. I have 70k on my 17 3. It has never let me down. Time will be the real test on the Do
you have the cold start rattle? I have 56k miles on my EB and have had zero issues with
anything on it, only have done everything in the prepaid maintenance schedule every 7. I have
only replaced 2 tires as one had a slow leak puncture in the inpatchable area. I have k on my
Ecoboost Hopefully this has been addressed on the Gen 14 models. Lesson learned is that if
you expect to go much beyond k, the Ford Extended Warranty is probably good insurance?
Looking forward, I would expect the engine to be reliable well past k, since common issues
have already happened and the fixes and maintenance address the known problem areas - with
exception of potentially needing to replace the other turbocharger. E28 New member. Our fleet
has a km ecoboost that has had no major problems. We had a km 17 ecoboost no engine
problems at all did plugs and a tune at around For me a major problem is something over 2k.
These are some of the things I fear tbh. I heard the gen 4 has revisions to address multiple

things, but if they actually last remains to be seen. Mine had the carbon build up and misfires.
The 8yr k warranty looks pretty darn good regardless of whatever engine choice. Hullguy
Member. Cooling issues last winter. Otherwise bullet proof! I have a '13 EB with k miles. It has
been quite reliable, has not let me down once, and I put it through it's paces with mostly city
driving and probably 25k miles towing. That said, it does have an intermittent cold start rattle.
Pretty pricey repair, but as it is intermittent and quiets down after that I have not addressed it. I
am leaning towards spec'ing my new '21 with the EB due to the additional torque over the 5.
You must log in or register to reply here. Log in Your name or email address. We have lots more
on the site to show you. You've only seen one page. Check out this post which is one of the
most popular of all time. There is no question that the F is a legendary model of pickup truck,
but there are best and worst years. Knowing what year F to avoid is essential if you want value
for money and reliability. What are the best and worst years for the Ford F? The worst F years,
based on total complaints to the National Highway and Traffic Safety Administration , are , , , , , ,
, , and The best Ford Fs are , , , , , , , , , and Many models are known for their ruggedness, family
suitable, towing capacity, and durability. However, there are specific years of Ford Fs that show
red flags consistently that you should steer away from. This guide will give you a comparison of
the ten best and the ten worst F truck models that Ford has ever released, according to
customer complain data. There are thousands of complaints about internal components and
functional mechanics like windows failing on these models of F I have created a list of the worst
F years with reasons that include how the truck functions day to day, how the truck works
under hard use, how long the truck will last, and which essential components of the F break
down way too soon! The Ford F from is by far the worst model truck Ford ever put out. The
failure of this truck is mostly due to the high number of engine failure complaints. When looking
at this model, it is clear that it is a real lemon category of trucks. Over a million of these trucks
were affected by corroded gas tank straps causing the gas tank to detach from the
undercarriage of the truck and even drag on the ground! The Ford F from followed suit from the
Engine and window issues made this model annoying and not built to last. According to the
NHTSA campaign number 11V, over 1 million F trucks from were affected with airbags that
deployed inadvertently, which could injure drivers severely. The injury problem caused a
significant recall during this year for the model. You then have overall reliability problems with
this F It sounds crazy to believe but the average miles that these F would run is only , miles!
Possibly one of the worst engines ever built for a truck, the Ford F from had the most
complaints about engine problems and the components that make up the engine. That is just
too expensive and too soon for an engine to fail. You should avoid these three models at all
costs! However, annoying issues like the rear window shattering and leaking have plagued the
legacy of the F from The NHSTA reported hundreds of shattered rear windows, and leaking in
the back window was reported consistently. These transmissions reported failure several times
as early as 35, miles! Also, the engine was known to stop and die while driving. Losing power
from your engine whilst driving is unacceptable and makes this F a lemon model. This could
even rank higher in my list of F years to avoid. The F from is not a terrible truck by any stretch
of the imagination, but still, it is one that has lots of reported transmission problems and rides
rough when shifting gears. Also, in October , it was identified in over 1 million F trucks that the
doors might open unexpectedly while driving! Doors opening while driving is a problem most
would like to avoid, especially if you have infants or small children riding with you. The is
another Ford Truck F that has an engine that can stall and die while driving. The defectiveness
of the engine is also noticeably more common in this model than earlier models of the truck.
Furthermore, just like , the doors are defective on over 1 million vehicles. The doors can open
while driving, a hazardous issue to have which is why this has to be one of the worst years for
the Ford F The Ford F has one of the strangest and most annoying engine problems on this
entire list. Dozens of drivers of the F have complained that the engine will stall out while
accelerating. Stalling out sounds like less of an issue than dying while driving. But think about
how annoying a lack of power is in your truck. These drivers are experiencing that all the time
with this engine. Another odd problem with this model that seems to show just how much it was
built to breakdown is the steering issues it has within k miles. Several complaints to the NHSTA
stated that there were problems with the power steering working correctly, or that the power
steering on these trucks just stopped working altogether. Power steering is an essential
function of any contemporary vehicle. The engine problems in are not nearly as bad as the and
models of the Ford F The chief complaints about the F are loud, knocking noises, and the spark
plugs fouling before their time. Other than the strange sounds and engine components like
spark plugs breaking down too soon, there are not many recalls on this model. The sparkplugs
on the model of the F tend to blow out more quickly than other models. You will probably end
up replacing the sparkplug system at some point in the life of the truck. The top ten best Ford F

models show consistency in their components for several years at a time and durability in
critical parts of the truck, such as the engine and transmission. Whilst I cannot decide for sure
which the best year for the Ford F is, all the pickups on this best of Fs list are awarded and
durable, capable of lasting decades and hundreds of thousands of miles. Also, the recalls are
small and for things that are not very important to the safety or durability of these trucks. The is
a classic hard-body Ford F pick-up truck. The design of this truck is durable and made for work.
The weight limit and towing capacity are incredible for the size of the truck. You can still find
many of these models on used car lots or online used car websites with , miles or more!
Another classic from the s, the Ford F came with step sides and great graphic decals on some
stock models. The Ford F is also a powerful horsepower engine capable of getting the job done
and getting it done for decades. Many of the used Fs you find have upwards of , miles on them
and are still going strong! With the model of the Ford F came a slight increase in horsepower
from earlier versions. Also, the smooth curve of the front end looked slick and was a bestseller.
Ford made these engines as workhorses to haul and tow for decades to come. Many Ford
forums have people who have owned the model for 20 years, and they still love it as a work
truck â€” making it one of the best F years for reliability. The two gas tanks on the vehicle need
be filled less than other vehicles because of the sheer volume of fuel they can hold. The Ford F
was the first year with the luxury Platinum trim level. The addition of features like the hill assist
and the neutral tow-assist make this a comfortable truck to drive. Also, the many different trims
and models of this year allow you to make this truck customizable. Whatever it is you need it to
be, from a hauling truck for workers to a comfortable cab for hauling your family around. Also,
the resale is one of the best of all Ford F years due to the unique boxy body design that some
find appealing over other F body styles. The durability and power of this truck are legendary.
The durable powertrain, transmission, and engine make this one of the best of the newer
generation of Ford F since the s. Many of the used trucks that you can find from have over ,
miles on them and are still driving as steady and reliable as ever! Like the , the is one of the
highest-rated trucks of all models on KBB at 4. This truck is slightly less potent than the , but it
makes up for it in the durable powertrain. There are many more used trucks of this model for
sale with over , miles on them. This high mileage is a testament to how well-made and beautiful
the design was for this F Ford F trucks endured some criticisms in the early s. Still, after a
decade of some changes, the seems to show everything this truck can be going into the future.
With enough miles and years under its tires to prove durability and comfort, the Ford F from is
one of the best-liked by consumers. Of the newest generation of Ford Fs, we like the the best.
The possibility to be very durable and long-lasting is there. Also, the ability to customize and
make the truck yours is a nice Boss feature. Finally, there are very few critical recalls or safety
concerns with the model. The is a model that preceded a sharp decrease in F engine
construction and design. You can still find the model of the F for sale as dependable work
trucks. Anything that lasts 20 years and can even be considered a work truck has to be
considered near in the list of best and worst years for Ford Fs. The Ford F has been in existence
since the early s. Since then, Ford has continually updated and made the truck design better.
Newer designs added customizable trim options, better towing, more horsepower, and even
bigger body designs and cab sizes. The Ford F reliability by year of these trucks can be graphed
out with a few years of decrease in safety due to engine and transmission problems. This list
will detail the most reliable and least reliable engines and transmissions by year since ,
according to NHSTA consumer complaint data collected over the decades. The F from is a very
reliable truck. Although it has much less horsepower than other more recent generations of the
F, it can still be found used for sale today, some with upwards of k miles on them. Many of these
model Fs are still on the road and rank amongst the best you can buy on the used market. The
Ford F saw an uptick in engine problems reported to the NHSTA, but most of these problems
are associated with sparkplugs coming loose or a knocking sound. The Ford F is a favorite for
its design and ranks as one of the best for reliability. It has very few engine problems and only a
few electrical problems, such as dome light issues and car alarm issues. The issues are mainly
due to the more serious engine problems reported about a leaky head gasket. Other than this
problem, the spark plug problems seen in other 90s F is also seen in the model. This also
included things like complete transmission failure before 60, miles, hard shifting, and bucking.
The recalls made on these years were also for something that could be deemed very dangerous.
Dangerous recalls include things such as the fuel tank strap corrosion, which detached the fuel
tank from the undercarriage of the truck! The newest generation of Fs are some of the best F
trucks on the market today. They have very few safety recall concerns, and the engines seem
able to be high horsepower hauling machines that can last a long time. Also, the newest
generation has a wide price range, so you can own one with the least trim and still get the Ford
tough truck on a limited budget. Only time and more miles on these Fs will tell just how

legendary their reliability will be. One thing is for sure that the F is not going anywhere anytime
soon. These trucks will be on our roads for many years to come! The and Ford F were disasters
that caused the company to lose some trust from the public. Severe and catastrophic engine
and transmission failures put the engine quality in question. Also, the recalls for these years
number in the millions and included very dangerous recalls, such as for inadvertent airbag
deployment. Finally, strange complaints about the back windshield shattering and leaking make
this a not very desirable or reliable model of the F â€” one of the worst years for Fs for sure. The
to F models did not have very many safety recalls on things like airbags. However, there are
hundreds of complaints about the engines and transmission. The complaints range from
knocking sounds to complete failure of the transmission or engine and losing powering while
driving. This is a strange problem that these Fs tended to have, making them very unreliable for
work or to carry your family in on a social or commuter basis. The to Ford Fs took a beating,
and it shows. They are renowned as being one of the worst years for the F range of pickups.
Many consumers complained, not just about the engines, which tended to lose power while
driving, but also with the brakes. Yep, you heard that right! The brakes on these models would
fail, and the rotors needed to be replaced. Bad brakes can cause dangerous situations on the
road, and angry owners who had to shell out more money for a rotor that was not at the end of
its life expectancy. Think about what trim and features you want, and then compare that back to
the best years listed before making your choice â€” I hope it helps! The Ford F is a rugged and
legendary truck. But this is what you get with Ford. The bar is set so high, that customers who
buy Fs always expect the very best. Hopefully, you can use this list and information to rate your
truck purchase or to inform you of the trucks you currently own. If you own one of the older
models for the s, there is a vast market surging back for these designs as weekend cruisers.
And if you are lucky enough to own the newest generation of Ford Fs, it seems like Ford has
turned a corner and started to go back to the quality that made them famous for so many
decades. Hi I'm Josh and I'm a huge pickup enthusiast. I started this website in in order to share
all my projects and custom mod tips that I've done with my own Ford F The new Land Rover
navigation update is out now. The links below will take you through to the lowest possible
prices and best deals on official GPS maps. To see the latest prices, click the link On this page
you can find links which take you through to the lowest possible prices and best deals on
official GPS maps. To see Skip to content. Before you go, check this out! Continue Reading. The
2. Fix Or Repair Daily. First On Race Day. Found On Road Dead. Fast Only Rolling Downhill.
Everyone has an opinion of Ford vehicles, and the engine always seems to be the brunt of the
joke. If you are looking for the most reliable F engine, know that the engine quality has been
pretty good through the years, except for a few blips on the radar. When you are looking for a
Ford truck, the powertrain is certainly going to make a difference in how much you enjoy your
pickup. The Ford F-Series has been the best selling pickup for 25 years and counting, and that
is largely due to dependability. So, when you are looking for the most reliable F engine,
remember that nearly all are battle-tested. If you are a Ford owner and you have had a problem
with one of the most reliable F engine options indicated, do not put my head on a pike. Every
bunch is going to have its stinkers. But in the and model years, it has shown up with an
astounding number of complaints on CarComplaints. For model years alone, 49 engine
knocking complaints and 24 broken spark plug issues are recorded. In many cases, the engine
has been replaced, a process that includes pulling the cab off the chassis. Be extremely wary
about the 5. The 5. With horsepower and lb-ft of torque, the Triton 5. Minor problems were still
present like crank angle sensor issues and the occasional spark plug broken off in the head ,
but few repairs were as expensive as the previous years. Alas, it would not last. For the model
year, Ford wiped the 5. New for the model year, Ford introduces the 3. It seemed like a brilliant
idea, combining fuel efficiency with twin-turbo power. But the initial model year was anything
but stellar. On CarComplaints. Then, things improve dramatically. The horsepower lb. EcoBoost
kicked its bad habits and reduced concerns to petty electrical things. At the same time that the
3. Why not, right? With horsepower and lb-ft of torque, it is a strong engine that was going in
the high-performance Mustang GT, so it must be good for the F too. Only a few complaints arise
about the Coyote engine in the F, with just the odd rough run and stalling issue. Dependable,
yes. Competing for the most reliable F engine is the 2. If it does, we might have a different
winner. It has sufficient power, making horsepower and lb-ft of torque, which is more than
enough for most truck owners. And to make it even better, there are nearly no complaints about
it â€” nothing other than one-off problems. For someone looking for a truck three years old or
newer, definitely consider one with the 2. The 4. It enjoyed a production run in various
configurations from through , which might be some kind of record at Ford. The reason is
simple: reliability. Likely the most reliable F engine ever, the 4. You do not hear much about it,
despite being on the Wards 10 Best Engines list from to There are virtually zero major

complaints about its dependability aside from broken spark plug issues in to , like the 5. Rather,
the major issue with the 4. In , it started out with just horsepower, increasing to in and topping
out at in Yet, for anyone needing a light-duty pickup, there is no question it is the most reliable
F engine in recent ye
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ars. Get our latest news, features, photos and highlights sent right to your inbox. Sign up below
for the WheelScene newsletter. Customize your newsletter experience by choosing the types of
vehicles you're interested in:. We would love to showcase it. This one's all in house. These are
the most reliable Ram engines. Powering Dodge pickups big and bigger. Tow, haul, lug, or
off-road. The best new trucks make doing work easier. And they can be pretty good when it's
time for play, too. A full-size pickup is a big purchase. The engine is just as important as the
badge. Don't know how to change a flat tire? Don't worry, we have you covered. Here's a step by
step guide that will prepare you. More than just rivalry between brands. Skip to content The 2.
Looking for the Most Reliable F Engine? The Answer Might Surprise You. Jason Unrau
December 15, You May Also Enjoy:. F Truck Deals. New Ford Explorer Models. Quick Find
Select make Select model Tell Us Your Story. Advertisement Advertisement.

